
MODERNISING LEGACY SSO 
INFRASTRUCTURE

CHALLENGE

Migrate legacy SSO infrastructure to a standards-based 
architecture.
Migrate a complex, legacy, and proprietary single sign-on (SSO) infrastructure towards a standards-based 
SSO that federates a wide range of SaaS and on-premise legacy applications without impacting users 
or effecting operations. DaVita lacked Identity and Access Management (IAM) experienced resources to 
migrate upon a modern SSO infrastructure using the Ping Identity PingFederate platform.

SOLUTION

Single sign-on and federation. 
Application and SaaS integration.
ProofID, a Ping Identity certified Elite Delivery Partner, was chosen because of their broad expertise with 
managing large and complex IAM projects.

DaVita’s Identity Architect said: “Only ProofID brought the industry experience, technology expertise 
and proven best practices necessary to transform our legacy infrastructure to a standards-based, 
scalable architecture. They provided the best value based upon the experience of the team, their 
ability to predictably deliver complex end-to-end systems and above all their relationship and 
certification by Ping Identity.”

TECHNOLOGY

PingFederate



RESULTS

46,000 users migrated seamlessly with access to over 20 
SaaS and 120 legacy applications.  
Improved user experience and access security through 
federation.
With ProofID professional services, over 120 legacy and 20 SaaS applications were successfully federated 
with PingFederate SSO. To eliminate potential disruption during the migration to PingFederate, ProofID 
developed a solution that provided backwards compatibility with the existing proprietary SSO protocol, 
allowing DaVita to deprecate the legacy SSO infrastructure 12 weeks after starting the project.

As an extension of the project, ProofID developed a reference architecture and reference 
implementation for the office of the CTO and application development teams. The reference 
documentation provided a repeatable approach, accelerating deployment time of new applications.

ABOUT PING IDENTITY

Ping Identity believes secure professional and personal identities underlie human 
progress in a connected world. Our identity and access management platform gives 
enterprise customers and employees one-click access to any application from any 
device. Over 1,200 companies, including half of the Fortune 100, rely on our award-
winning products to make the digital world a better experience for hundreds of 
millions of people. For more information, dial U.S. toll-free 877 898 2905 or +1 303 
468 2882, email sales@pingidentity.com or visit pingidentity.com

ABOUT PROOFID

ProofID is a IAM Managed Service Provider (MSP) operating globally. Our team of 
identity experts are trusted by many Tier-1 enterprises to design, deliver and manage 
their IAM services. We manage millions of identities and deliver services to over 150 
countries. All successfully delivered through our methodology driven IAM Managed 
Service. For more information: email info@ProofID.com or visit ProofID.com
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